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LoRA: Low-Rank Adaptation of Large Language
Models
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Motivation

▶ Neural networks typically contains many dense layers with
full-rank weight matrices

▶ Aghajanyan et al. [2021] shows that pre-trained language
models have very low intrinsic dimension

▶ When finetune, why not make updates with low intrinsic
dimension?
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Low-Rank Parameterized Update Matrices

Given a (pre-trained) weight matrix
W0 ∈ Rd×k, LoRA constrains the update of
weight with a low rank decomposition

W0 +∆W0 = W0 +BA, (1)

where B ∈ Rd×r, A ∈ Rr×k with r << d, k.
To only update A, and B, during finetuning,
W0 is frozen.

Figure 1: Low-Rank
Adaptation (LoRA)
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Low-Rank Parameterized Upadate Matrices

▶ Gaussian random for A, and zero for B. Hence at initialization
∆W0 = BA = 0

▶ By increasing r, one can roughly recover full fine-tuning

▶ At depolyment, by computing at storing W0 = W0 +BA, one
can eliminate additional inference latency
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Applying LoRA to Transformer

A transformer block contains two types
of modules that contain dense weight
matrix: attention blocks, feed forward
block (MLP). In this paper, LoRA is only
adapted to attention weights.

Figure 2: Transformer block
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Self-Attention

A self-attention module contains four
dense weight matrices: Wq,Wk,Wv,Wo.
In this paper, LoRA is only adapted to
Wq and Wv.

Figure 3: Self-attention block
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Experiments

Baselines

▶ Fine-Tuning (FT): Full fine-tuning

▶ Bias-only (BitFit): Fine-tuning only the biases

▶ Prefix-embedding tuning (PreEmbed): Prepending learned
embedding of ”soft prompt” to the prompt

▶ Prefix-layer tuning (PreLayer): Prepend learned embedding of
”soft prompt” after every Transformer layer

▶ Adapter tuning (Adapter): Inserting adapter layers
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Experiments

Figure 4: Performance on RoBERTa, DeBERTa
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Experiments

Figure 5: Performance on GPT-2
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Experiments

Figure 6: Performance on GPT-3
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Understanding LoRA

Q. (Under the constrained budget) which weight matrices in
transformer should we apply LoRA to?

A. Small r with more types of weights is better than single type of
weights with a large r

Figure 7: Performane of different choices of weights subject to LoRA
application
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Understanding LoRA

Q. What is the optimal rank r?

A. LoRA works well with even with an extremely small r. Also
increasing r does not guarantee better performance.

Figure 8: Performance of different choices of r
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Understanding LoRA

Q. What is the optimal rank r?

A. LoRA works well with even with an extremely small r. Also
increasing r does not guarantee better performance.

Figure 9: Performance of different choices of r
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Understanding LoRA

Q. Why is increaing r not effective?

A. Top singular vector overlap significantly between r = 8 and
r = 64.

Figure 10: Subspace similarity meansured by the Grassmann distance of
right-singular unitary matrices for r = 8 and r = 64
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Understanding LoRA

Q. Does ∆W highly correlate with W?

A. 1) ∆W has higher correlation with W compared to a random
matrix
2) ∆W amplifies the directions that were not emphasized in W
3) Amplification magnitude is quite large

Figure 11: Performance of different choices of r
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Thank You

Q & A
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